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→ maximum top-1 cross-accuracy for all of the 6 Byzantine-resilient GAR named above, each
repeated 5 times (= 30 points/box). The dotted blue line is the median of the maximum top-1
cross-accuracy of the 5 runs without attack. Each run is seeded for reproducibility purpose.
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, where
is the coordinate-wise standard deviation of the honest gradients
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In the presence of Byzantine workers, a
more robust aggregation is performed,
with a Byzantine-resilient GAR such as:

an "attack" vector, both depending on the attack.

With this family of attack, each Byzantine worker sends the same Byzantine
vector
, where
is an approximation of the real gradient
.
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is called a Gradient Aggregation Rule.
For instance, averaging can be used:
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This is only a fraction of the results available in the main paper.
All of these experiments + graphs are reproducible in one command.
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